Cubed Circle Newsletter 215 – The Tokyo Dome Approaches
There remains but three or so weeks until the release of our biggest issue to date in the 2015 CCN
Annual, but in this week's issue we still have quite a bit to get through, including NXT Takeover in
London, a Tokyo Dome preview, RAW from Monday with the coronation of Roman Reigns as
WWE champion, the mediocre show from the night before, the WWE signing of the world's best
pro-wrestling announcer, and much more!
– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor

The Pro-Wres Digest for December 14th – December 19th 2015.
Ben Carass.

Some unexpected news emerged on 13/12 before the WWE TLC PPV, when Richard Deitsch of
SI.com broke the news that MMA, boxing, kickboxing and New Japan on AXS play-by-play
commentator, Mauro Ranallo had signed on to be the lead announcer on SmackDown when the
show moves to USA in January. Ranallo informed SI that Michael Cole contacted him a month ago
and asked if he had any interest in working for WWE. Mauro sent them a reel of his stuff, including
him providing joke commentary for an imaginary Floyd Mayweather/Warren Buffett fight for a
Berkshire Hathaway shareholder conference. Ranallo revealed that Cole told him that when Vince
McMahon saw the Warren Buffett stuff he made up his mind to hire him. “They believed I could
sell the entertainment part,” he noted. Surprisingly, being under contract to WWE, Ranallo will still
be allowed to call boxing for Showtime and Glory kickboxing on ESPN, however his days as the
New Japan on AXS commentator seem numbered. There is no word yet on who will be Ranallo's
broadcast partner(s) on SmackDown, I could see him playing off Lawler quite well. The positive for
Ranallo on working SmackDown is that Vince McMahon doesn't usually attend the shows, so he
will not have to deal with a constant barrage of abuse in his ear all night. Michael Cole has been the
guy guiding the announcers on SmackDown through the headset and since Cole was the one who
reached out to Ranallo in the first place you would think he will allow him to be himself. I can't
wait to see how long Mauro's classic, “Mama Mia!” lasts.
William Regal had to fly home to the US from the NXT tour of the UK on Tuesday 15/12 due to
issues stemming from his recent neck surgery. Regal announced on Twitter: "I'm incredibly sorry,
but I have to return to the U.S. to take care of some final details of my recent neck surgery that
couldn't be avoided any longer. Again, I'm sorry that I cannot continue with the current tour, but I'll
be back in 2016 to @WWENXT." Regal missed the show in Cardiff, Wales on 15/12 and also the
Takeover:London live special on 16/12.
Rey Mysterio Jr officially signed with Lucha Underground last week and he debuted on the tapings
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held this past weekend. "I am excited by the opportunity to join such an extraordinary group of
athletes and be a part of the Lucha Underground family,” Mysterio said. Rey debuted on episode
taped for the March 9th and he was #2 in an Aztec Warfare match, the Lucha Underground
equivalent of the Royal Rumble, for the Lucha Underground championship. Dario Cueto's mythical
brother, Matanza also debuted during the same match at number #21 and it came down to him and
Mysterio. Matanza destroyed Rey and became the new Lucha Underground champion. If you saw
season one you know that Matanza was built up as this unimaginably monstrous leviathan, who
literally ate a man's face off. It was always going to be hard to find someone convincing to play the
role, but you would think being over 6ft tall would be a prerequisite. Well, it turns out that the man
underneath the Matanza mask is 5'10, 185lbs Jeffrey Cobb. Cobb, an outstanding athlete,
represented Guam at the 2004 Olympics in freestyle wrestling and began as a pro in 2009 for Action
Zone Wrestling in Hawaii and has worked for small Northern California indie feds like Premier
Wrestling and Lucha Xtreme. He will almost certainly have to change his style from that of an
amateur shooter to an invincible monster and I'm sure there will be a ton of post-production and
editing to make him seem much bigger than he is. However, if season one of Lucha Underground as
taught us anything it is that sometimes things come off much better on TV than they first appear
when reading the taping results. You would have thought that a guy like Stephen King, who was the
monster Deucalion character in Chikara last year, at 6'4 and 270lb would have been a better choice
for the Matanza gimmick. Although, Cobb is by far a much better all-round worker than King and
will probably have an easier time working the luchadors. It's almost the exact opposite of the Vince
McMahon ideology in that Lucha Underground chose to go with a much better, but smaller, athlete
rather than a lumbering big man.
CZW's biggest show of the year, Cage of Death XVII took place on 12/12 at the Flyers Skate Zone
in Voorhees, New Jersey. The big news from the show was the return of Sami Callihan, who
defeated David Starr in a competitive match with the Stretch Muffler. Afterwards, Jonathan
Gresham came out and was upset that Callihan was in the semi-main event after leaving the
company then Starr laid out Callihan from behind, likely to set up a three-way at the Anniversary
show in February. The annual car-crash, idiotic spot-fest, Cage of Death Match saw Matt Tremont
retain the CZW World title over Masada, Debon Moore & AR Fox; finish saw Tremont give Fox a
Sidewalk Slam off a scaffold through a pane of glass and a table. One lesser publicised aspect of the
yearly Cage of Death shows is the “Toys for Tots” toy-drive, which has been a tradition in
conjunction with the show for 11 years now. The CZW fans get a lot of flack for perhaps being an
unappreciative crowd, however this year over 420 toys were donated to underprivileged children
and unlike the WWE, DJ Hyde & CZW are clearly doing it for the right reasons and not making it
all about themselves by telling you how charitable they are.
AJ Styles appeared on the Two Man Power trip podcast on 14/12 and discussed status for ROH's
Final Battle and New Japan's Wrestle Kingdom. Styles said, “As far as right now I definitely plan
on doing both events. I've just been rehabbing a little bit on the back, I don't know if it's a slipped
disc or a herniated disc it was very minimal which is good. The Doctor says it looks like it mostly
seems like it is muscle so basically that's just rehabbing that and I am feeling pretty good.” AJ also
noted that he had been doing DDP Yoga which he put over big time and said that his back felt better
after being sent home from the New Japan Tag League. “After rehabbing it I feel like I'll definitely
be ready to go next week and be 100%” Styles claimed. AJ was asked about any interest from
WWE and he said there had been no contact from anyone in WWE, however he noted that he
wishes to retire in a couple of years and will go wherever the money takes him. “I want to support
my family and I am going to go wherever that takes me. Would I like to have a "WrestleMania
moment"? Sure. But I am very content with having a "Wrestle Kingdom moment" in front of 60,000
fans. I think that is pretty awesome walking down that long ramp of the Tokyo Dome in probably
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one of the bigger matches on the show.”
The Vince McMahon appearance on RAW helped the ratings increase by 848,000 viewers; an
increase of 27% from last week. The hot-shot show did 3.87 million viewers and the first hour did
4.04 million; the first time since June 15th that RAW opened at over 4 million viewers. Hour two did
3.79 million, the lowest of the three hours which is surprising since the Vince/Roman Reigns
segment was at the top of this hour. Third hour did 3.83 million for the Roman Reigns title change
and is the highest third hour number since the August 31st show with the return of Sting.
Fedor Emilianenko's opponent for his fight with Rizin FF on 31/12 at Saitama Super Arnea has
finally been announced. After rumours about no-name 1-0 fighter, Jaideep Singh and 45 year-old
Tsuyoshi Kosaka being potential punching bags for Fedor were denied, it looked like Sakakibara
was up to his old tricks of not telling Fedor's opponent he had a fight until the last possible moment.
Well it was announced on 17/12 that Fedor will in fact face Jaideep Singh, who now sports a stellar
and unblemished record of 2-0. The Fedor/Singh fight will be the main event the 31/12 Rizin show
and will be the feature bout on Spike TV's “Breakfast with Fedor” show which airs on New Year's
Eve at 10am EST. On the 29/12 show, headlined by Kazushi Sakuraba vs. Hsinya Aoki, Tsuyoshi
Kosaka will be fighting James Thompson, who lost to Bobby Lashley in 54 seconds due to TKO in
his last fight for Bellator in November.
Legendary luchador, Lizmark (Juan Baños), 66, sadly passed away on 16/12 after suffering a heart
attack. Baños debuted in 1976 for EMLL and was a huge star in the 80's, becoming only the second
man after Gory Guerrero to hold NWA World championships in three different weight classes:
welterweight, middleweight & light-heavyweight. He teamed regularly with Atlantis & Rayo De
Jalisco Jr, who were part for the generation that followed Lizmark, in heated matches against Los
Hermanos Dinamita. Lizmark's most famous feud was with El Satanico, against whom he had
several great matches and the man he defeated for the Mexican National Middleweight title on
February 10th 1982. He jumped to AAA in 1992 when Antonio Peña left EMLL to start the
promotion and defeated his old Los Hermanos Dinamita foe, Universo 2000 to become the first
AAA Mexican National Light Heavyweight champion. Lizmark went on to feud with La Parka and
the two wrestled each other on the inaugural TripleMania show on April 30 1992. The match ended
with Parka controversially winning the third fall and it appeared he won the National Light
Heavyweight title, however the commission ordered the match go to a fourth fall, which Lizmark
won with a wacky roll-up into his headscissor submission. Lizmark defeated La Parka again on
October 23rd 1993 to win the WWA World Light Heavyweight title, before finally losing it back to
Parka on June 20th 1994. Parka would go on to beat Lizmark for the Mexican National Light
Heavyweight title on September 9th 1994 which brought their feud to a close. Lizmark went back to
EMLL, now CMLL, in 1995 and stayed there until 2008, although he did go back to AAA for the
TripleMania XI show in 2003. He was working shows as late as last year, despite having heart
issues that dated back to 1999. His son, Lizmark Jr, worked for WCW briefly as part of the
Cruiserweight division and was part of the big rudo stable, Los Perros Del Mal in AAA for a short
while. He also has another son who wrestles as, El Hijo de Lizmark.
TNA will be starting on PopTV this coming Tuesday, 22/12. at 9pm. IMPACT was originally
scheduled to start on PopTV on January 5th however TNA finished up its Destination America run
this week and Pop have picked up the final two episodes of iMPACT, which are essentially “Best of
2015” clip shows. The January 5th show will be the “live” iMPACT from Bethlehem, PA and will
feature the semi-finals of the World title tournament which they taped in June and has been running
on TV for months.
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Pro Wrestling NOAH are gearing up for their big year end show, “Destiny 2015” on 23/12 at Ota
Ward Gymnasium in Ota, Gunma. The main event sees Naomichi Marufuji challenging Minoru
Suzuki for the GHC Heavyweight Championship. Suzuki beat Marufuji for the title back on 15/3
and successfully defended the title against Marufuji on 10/5 in a fantastic match. Suzuki has not
been pinned or submitted all year since Suzuki-Gun invaded NOAH back in January and has
retained the GHC title over Maybach Taniguchi, Yoshihiro Takayama, Takashi Sugiura in brutal,
hard-hitting affairs. Marufuji, the Vice President of NOAH, stated at a press conference in
September that if he, or anyone else, could not beat Suzuki for the GHC title before the end of the
year then, “NOAH will surely disband once and for all.” After Marufuji won the Global League by
beating Suzuki Army member, Shelton X Benjamin in the final on 8/11, Suzuki confronted Marufuji
and told him that everything would change when he beats him on 23/12. NOAH have been running
a lot of shows building up to the big Destiny show, with Suzuki & Marufuji facing off in tag and six
man matches in the main events and trading wins back and forth; of course their partners are the
ones taking all the falls. Go Shiozaki beat Mohammad Yone on 10/12 in Osaka and Akitoshi Saito
on 11/12 in Nagoya; after both matches, Suzuki came out and tried to get Shiozaki to join SuzukiGun. Suzuki said Shiozaki was beating all the NOAH wrestlers anyway and might as well join his
army. Shiozaki refused each time and remains a “free agent.” The full card for Destiny 2015 is as
follows:
Pro Wrestling NOAH "Destiny 2015," 23/12/2015 at the Ota Ward General Gymnasium
(1) Yoshinari Ogawa & Hitoshi Kumano vs. Yoshihiro Takayama & Shiro Tomoyose
(2) Mitsuhiro Kitamiya, Maybach Taniguchi & Akitoshi Saito vs. Muhammed Yone, Quiet Storm
(3) Takashi Sugiura vs. Takashi Iizuka
(4) Shelton "X" Benjamin vs. Katsuhiko Nakajima
(5) GHC Junior Tag Championship Match: Daisuke Harada & Atsushi Kotoge (C) vs. El
Desperado & TAKA Michinoku
(6) GHC Junior Championship Match: Taichi (C) vs. Taiji Ishimori
(7) GHC Tag Championship Match: "Killer Elite Squad" Lance Archer & Davey Boy Smith Jr. (C)
vs. BIG in USA" Chris Hero & Colt Cabana
(8) GHC Heavyweight Championship Match: Minoru Suzuki vs. Naomichi Marufuji
Dragon Gate also have their big annual “Final Gate” end of year show in Fukuoka on 27/12 with
Shingo Takagi defending the Open the Dream Gate championship against Cima. DG ran a show on
13/12 in Nagoya and drew a sellout of 1,200. Main event saw Cima pin Takagi in an Over
Generation (Cima, Gamma, Punch Tominaga & Eita) vs. VerserK (Naruki Doi, Yamato, Takagi,
Kotoka) eight-man when Cima downed Takagi at 26:01 with a roll-up after a cane shot from
Gamma. Cima taunted Shingo after the match and told him to practice a losers speech when he
beats him for the title on 27/12. They also ran Korakuen Hall on 16/12 and drew a 1,850 sellout.
Cima missed the show due to an acute case of gastroenteritis and Shingo said on Twitter that Cima
was so scared of him that it gave him a stomach ache. Takehiro Yamamura replaced Cima to team
with Eita & Tominaga and beat Yamato, Takagi & Kotoka in the semi main event. Yamamura wore
Cima's ring gear and Kaito Ishida also came out in Cima's gear to help Tominaga get the pin.
Dragon Gate “Final Gate 2015” 27/12/2015 at the Fukuoka Kokusai Centre.
(1).El Lindaman, Takehiro Yamamura, &Kaito Ishida vs. Don Fujii, Yosuke♡Santa Maria &
Nosawa Rongai
(2) Jimmy Kness J.K.S.& Jimmy Kanda vs. Kzy, & U-T
(3) Coliseum 2015 – Unlimited 10 Minute Round Rules: X vs. Masakatsu Funaki
(4) Open the Brave Gate Championship Match: Kotoka (C) vs. Eita
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(5) Open the Twin Gate Championship Match: YAMATO & Naruki Doi (C) vs. Gamma & Punch
Tominaga
(6) Open the Triangle Gate 4 Way Championship Match: Masato Yoshino, Akira Tozawa & T-Hawk
(C) vs. Masaaki Mochizuki, Dragon Kid & Big R Shimizu vs. Naoki Tanizaki, Cyber Kong &
Mondai Ryu vs. Ryo “Jimmy Saito, Jimmy Susumu & Genki Horiguchi H.A.Gee.Mee!!
(7) Open the Dream Gate Championship Match: Shingo Takagi vs. CIMA
WrestleKingdom 10 Two Weeks Away – Tokyo Dome Show Preview
In last week's newsletter we discussed some Tokyo Dome related topics, namely whether AJ Styles
would be fit to work the Tokyo Dome show, and the outcome of the 2015 World Tag League Final.
The complete January 4th card was subsequently announced, and briefly run-down in last week's
newsletter. The top two matches will likely determine just how well the show draws, and have been
known for the past several months – Kazuchika Okada versus Hiroshi Tanahashi for the IWGP
Heavyweight Championship, and AJ Styles versus Shinsuke Nakamura for the IWGP
Intercontinental Championship.

Okada and Tanahashi will headline the show for the third time, and the second consecutive year, in
what may be the conclusion, at least in this iteration, to what has been New Japan's premier
programme since 2012. Okada has to win, and there are few, if any, ways of getting around this.
Last year he was left broken and sobbing after failing to tear the title from the grasp Tanahashi, and
has yet to defeat Tanahashi at the Tokyo Dome. Despite this apparent certainty of an Okada victory
the match will, with perhaps the same degree of certainty, stand as one of the best matches of 2016,
at least for admirers of the style.
Whether Okada-Tanahashi was the right choice business-wise is a more difficult question. New
Japan isn't on a particularly hot streak at present, although they haven't seen significant dips over
recent years. Some of their more ambitious projects, such as the extensive touring schedule of this
year's G1 and prolonged run in Tokyo, demonstrated that whilst New Japan is in a far better place
than it was in 2012, they may still be at least a few levels below selling out the Tokyo Dome. In fact
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the second Dome match between Okada and Tanahashi last year set a modern New Japan
attendance record of over 30,000, a number seemingly unattainable by any other non-WWE
wrestling promotion. Whether Tanahashi-Okada is a rivalry that has exhausted its staying power
remains to be seen.
A related question, particularly important when questioning the booking of the main event, is
whether there exists a larger marquee match than Okada-Tanahashi in 2016? They couldn't return
Nakamura-Tanahashi after the finals of the G1 Climax but a few months ago – and regardless, they
have been largely inconsistent together. Styles and Okada is a feud already long exhausted, and
whilst Nakamura-Okada would have been viable, a Dome match between the two should perhaps be
saved for when their budding rivalry has reached full maturity – 2017, perhaps. Of the remaining
possibilities, Shibata is just a strong a working candidate as any, but he has been criminally
underutilised for years, and thus doesn't have the perceived star power at present. Ibushi could have
been a quality choice, but was injured. By process of elimination this leaves Tanahashi and Okada
as one of the more reasonable choices. Is the absence of quality options a fault of New Japan? This
is a topic worthy of its own article.

Far less controversial is the semi-main-event, AJ Styles challenging Shinsuke Nakamura for the
IWGP Intercontinental Champion – a bout that generated discussion of a different sort, mostly
revolving around Styles' apparent back injury. Thankfully for Styles' health and short term career
trajectory, in an interview conducted with 'The Two Man Power Trip Radio Show', Styles made the
following statement:
"As far as right now I definitely plan on doing both events. I've just been rehabbing a little bit on
the back, I don't know if it's a slipped disc or a herniated disc it was very minimal, which is good.
The Doctor says it looks like it mostly seems like it is muscle so basically that's just rehabbing that
and I am feeling pretty good. I just got into DDPY. [Diamond Dallas Page] doesn't like it being
called yoga. It is a little bit different and man, this thing has done wonders for me and everyday you
do DDPY and you get your heart rate up to 150 just stretching and it's just awesome. "
If this is accurate, and I have no reason to suspect that Styles would conceal an injury, especially
given his lack of immediate WWE plans, then DDP Yoga may have very well saved the co-main
event of the Tokyo Dome! More realistically, however, Styles' injury may not have been as serious
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as first suspected. With Styles' work ethic and desire for a “WrestleKingdom moment”, if the
Nakamura of 2015 or 2013 shimmies into the Dome come January 4th we are probably in for
another Nakamura Dome classic.
Beneath the two major singles championship matches, and everything else on the card, is the New
Japan Rumble (known colloquially as 'The New Japan Rambo') on the pre-show – a budding annual
tradition aimed at getting everyone on the card. Unfortunately, as was the case in 2015, Yuji Nagata,
a terribly misused talent, will be in the match once more in what may become the annual Yuji
Nagata appreciation match. The charm of last year's Rambo came mostly from the eclectic
assortment of surprise stars who appeared out of the void – Great Kabuki and Yoshiaki Fujiwara,
most notably. But, the majority of The Rambo's will be undercard talent, and if they decide to bring
the same 2015 set of old fellows out, the match will lose most if its lustre.

Padding the undercard will be Tama Tonga, Yujiro Takahashi & Bad Luck versus Toru Yano & two
mystery partners. They did a similar gimmick last year, and TMDK was brought in to tag with
Yano. With NJPW's financial support of NOAH there is a significant pool of talent to chose from –
with Marufuji and Takashi Sugiura, or TMDK the most likely candidates. The standard fun albeit
largely forgettable multi-team Junior Tag Title match was also announced, with The Young Bucks,
reDragon, RPG Vive, and Matt Sydal & Ricochet as the featured teams this year. Juniors matches
generally don't get over as well in the Dome as in other venues, although this has changed over
recent years, in large part due to the Low Ki/Devitt/Ibushi three-way, which was a show highlight
on what was one of the best shows in recent memory back in 2013.
The remainder of the card is essentially filler-less with Jay Lethal, assuming he retains the ROH
World Title at Final Battle, defending against Michael Elgin, in a match which will likely receive
less time but louder reactions than it would at an ROH show, simply due to Elgin's Japanese appeal.
KUSHIDA will challenge Kenny Omega for the Junior Heavyweight Title, in a match he has to win
if I am to make even vague sense of the logic of taking the title off of him in the first place. Both
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matches should be fantastic sans aforementioned Junior Dome Blues.
In the annual glimmer of hope for the Tag Team Division, Gallows & Anderson will probably drop
the IWGP Heavyweight Tag Titles to World Tag League winners, Tomoaki Honma and Togi
Makabe. My expectations for the match itself are low, but hopefully with the titles off of Guns &
Gallows rehabilitation of the Tag Division will commence – or, perhaps, nothing will come of it, as
seems to be the case every year.
Tetsuya Naito and Hirooki Goto will have a special singles match, which may, unfortunately, be
dragged down by Los Ingobernables wackiness. If it isn't, Naito's unique heel heat and gimmick
may make for a sneaky contender for match of the night.
NEVER Champion, Tomohiro Ishii, will fight Katsuyori Shibata on the upper card in what should
be a very good match. It must be noted, however, that Shibata and Ishii seemed to have peaked in
their first match back at the 2013 G1, and in every subsequent iteration have climbed a wrung or
two higher on the no selling and stiffness ladder whilst failing to recapture what made their first
match so special. Hopefully, with the aid of the Dome atmosphere Ishii and Shibata will rekindle
their magic from Night Four of the 2013 G1 in Osaka.
With the lack of filler on the undercard, and high match quality potential from the top six or so
matches, the 2016 Tokyo Dome may ensure NJPW another show of the year award. Whether the
company, main and co-main event are hot enough to outdraw WrestleKingdom 9's 30,000+ ,
remains to be determined.
Also, I wouldn't be surprised if Suzuki pops up at the end of the show.

WWE TLC – December 13th 2015
TD Garden: Boston, MA.
Ben Carass.
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This is a weird show to recap. The main event saw Roman Reigns fail to win the WWE World title
yet again, however they shot a great post-match angle that actually got Reigns over as a top
babyface which they would follow up on in a solid way 24 hours later on RAW. The finish of the
TLC match with Sheamus was booked rather strangely, especially considering where they would be
going. Alberto Del Rio & Rusev tried to interfere but Reigns fought them off and stopped
Sheamus from climbing the ladder. Sheamus took out Reigns with a Brogue kick and climbed the
ladder to get the title, essentially winning clean since the League of Nations interference was
nullified by Reigns. The post-match was fantastic however, as Reigns actually showed some
emotion about losing and went on a rampage, destroying the League of Nations chumps. HHH &
Stephanie ran out and Reigns ended up killing HHH and stood tall with the fans going crazy to
end the show. It was one of the best reactions Reigns has got since he was part of the Shield and it
finally felt like he was getting over that hump when it came to winning over the fans.
The rest of the card was a mixed bag. There was one blow-away match with the three-way ladder
match for the Tag Team titles, Dean Ambrose beat Kevin Owens for the IC title in a solid effort
and the Team ECW/Wyatts tables match was a nostalgia filled cluster that you either loved or
hated because you are sick of seeing dudes go through tables. Everything else was pretty average,
but all the talent had their working boots on and everybody busted their ass, so they should be
applauded for that.
The pre-show was pointless as usual. Sasha Banks & Becky Lynch had a decent 11 minute match
which Sasha won with the Banks Statement. The most notable thing about this was that Sasha was
over huge in her hometown when she came out, but WWE being the most tone-deaf company in
history they had Team BAD sing the "12 Days of Christmas" with "comedy" lyrics; it was
legitimately the worst segment of 2015 and the Boston crowd soon lost interest in their local hero.
Imagine being able to cut Sasha's legs off in Boston of all place; that requires a whole new level of
incompetence. There was a pre-tape with the League of Nations being all goofy before the PPV
started; Sheamus said he would win and all the other geeks cheered. King Barrett was part of the
summit, but he wasn't part of the run-in during the main event, nor was he on RAW the next night.

WWE Tag Team Championship, Triple-Threat Ladder Match: New Day (C) vs. The Usos vs.
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Lucha Dragons. - New Day retained in 17:45. This was the craziest WWE ladder match in a long
time and it seemed these men were determined to kill themselves. It was a lot of fun, although there
were a couple of illogical moments where men chose not to climb for the titles when they had the
chance and decided to do some movez instead. They found a way to come up with new ladder spots
that we haven't seen a million times. Sin Cara did a senton over the top on to a ladder that the Usos
were under. Big E bench pressed a ladder that Kalisto & Sin Cara were climbing and held it in
place for Kalisto to dive off onto the Usos. They set up a ladder bridge for the most insane WWE
spot in years, as Kalisto gave Jey Usos a Shiranui off the top off the ladder and the both crashed
through the ladder bridge. The match, and the entire show honestly, peaked with that big spot but
they carried on going for a while. Finish saw Xavier Woods, who was on commentary for the
match, get on the apron and throw his trombone at Kalisto while he was climbing the ladder. Kofi
yanked Kalisto off the ladder and Kofi went up to retrieve the belts for the New Day. - There was
no way anything on the show could follow this. I guess these guys just decided they were going to
steal the show and did they ever. (****)
Ryback vs. Rusev w/Lana. - Rusev over in 7:55. Ryback worked hard and was doing axe-handles
and dropkicks off the ropes, but this was still a dull TV match with the same stupid finish we've
seen for two weeks on RAW. Lana pretended that Ryback had injured her again and the moronic
meathead fell for it again. Rusev gave him a superkick then went for the Accolade but Ryback
countered and tried for the Shellshock; Rusev escaped and applied the Accolade and Ryback
"passed out". (**)
US Championship, Chairs Match: Alberto Del Rio (C) vs. Jack Swagger. - Del Rio retained in
11:15. First spot was a chair duel and Del Rio dropped his chair, but instead of Swagger hitting
Alberto with his chair, he just dropped it like a total moron. Match was decent by chairs match
standards. They threw and hit each other with chairs. Swagger used a chair to apply an ankle-lock
which looked phony even by pro wrestling standards. Finish saw Del Rio hit his Tree-of-Woe
double stomp onto a pile of chair for the win. (** ¾)

Tables Match: The Dudley Boyz, Tommy Dreamer & Rhyno vs. The Wyatt Family. - Wyatts
over in 12:35. They did some lame ECW tribute spots like a tame cheese grater to the nads and
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teasing fire, but the match they would have the next night on RAW blew this thing away. Rowan
was eliminated first with a 3D through a table. Rhyno took a big boot from Harper and fell
through a table. Bray put Devon through a table with a Uranage. Harper dove off the apron and
put Dreamer through a table. It came down to Bubba vs. Wyatt, Harper & Strowman. Bubba
got some lighter fluid and poured it onto the table but before he could light it Strowman gave him
Tree slam through the table to win it for the Wyatts. (** ½)
IC Championship: Kevin Owens (C) vs. Dean Ambrose. - Ambrose became the new champion
at 9:55. Owens cut a great heel promo before the match and trolled the fans for liking sports teams.
Match was good, but felt too short. Owens landed a Fall-away slam into the barricade then tossed
Ambrose into the timekeeper's area to start the heat. Ambrose made his comeback and hit his DDT
but Owens literally just got his fingertips on the bottom rope before the three count; it was a great
little spot. Finish saw Ambrose counter the Pop-up Powerbomb into a Hurricanrana and he rolled
up Owens like Bret/Bulldog to win the title. - These guys are capable of much more but they
worked with what they could and had a fine little match. Ambrose was the first babyface to get a
win on the show and he would in fact remain that way. (***)
WWE Divas Championship: Charlotte (C) w/Ric Flair vs. Paige. - Charlotte retained in 10:45.
This was all kinds of messed up. Paige was the babyface in the match, despite being booked as a
heel for months, Charlotte played heel Ric Flair and all of her dad's old heel spots got cheered,
which was the only time the fans made any noise at all. Flair untied one of the turnbuckle covers
early on and the finish saw Paige hit her DDT but Flair put Charlotte's leg on the rope. Paige
yelled at Flair and Charlotte sent her into the exposed turnbuckle and rolled her up to get the win.
(**)

WWE World Heavyweight Championship, TLC Match: Sheamus (C) vs. Roman Reigns. Sheamus retained in 24:05. They worked real hard to have a match that the fans cared about but it
didn't really work and they couldn't top the Tag title ladder match earlier. Fans chanted “We want
Cena/Cena sucks,” “CM Punk”, “NXT” and “Daniel Bryan”. They brawled all over the place and
used the weapons that were scattered around the arena. Shemuas put Reigns through a table with
White Noise off the steps then later Reigns gave him a spear off the apron through a ladder bridge.
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Del Rio & Rusev ran down and attacked Reigns, but Roman fought them both off and pulled
Sheamus down off the ladder. Sheamus hit the Brogue kick and climbed the ladder to get the title.
Afterwards Reigns went nuts and killed the League of Nations with chair shots. HHH, Steph & a
bunch of referees came out and tried to stop Reigns. HHH got in the ring and they teased Reigns
attacking him for a while then he gave Trips a Superman punch and nailed him with a bunch of
chair shots. Reigns powerbombed HHH onto the Spanish announce table but it didn't break so he
ran and dropped an elbow onto HHH off the English table. Stephanie was shirking, JBL was
saying that Reigns had lost his job and Cole yelled that Reigns was a “WILDMAN!” and didn't
care; it was really quite great. The fans, who were heavily booing Reigns earlier, chanted “Thank
you, Roman” and he walked up the aisle as HHH was helped to his feet by some trainers and
referees. Reigns turned around and ran full-pelt at HHH and speared him to death on the floor. The
people went crazy and Reigns stood triumphant to end the show. (***)
RAW Ramblings – December 14th 2015.
Wells Fargo Centre: Philadelphia, PA.
Ben Carass.

Well, they finally pulled the trigger. After nearly 12 months of fighting fan backlash and not having
a clue how the guy should actually be booked, Roman Reigns was crowned the WWE World
Champion and cemented as the #1 babyface when he beat Sheamus for the title on a very
noteworthy and strong episode of RAW. In comparison to other historic coronations, Hogan beating
Sheik in 1983, Austin downing Michaels at WrestleMania 14, even Cena winning the title from
JBL in 2005, CM Punk at Money in the Bank 2011 and WrestleMania XXX with Daniel Bryan,
Reigns' big moment didn't feel nearly as monumental as any of them. It wasn't for a lack of trying
however, as they did the absolute best job they could have done all things considered and somehow
managed to get the fans who ruined the 2015 Royal Rumble in the same building to accept Roman
Reigns as the top star. The annihilation of HHH at TLC and the Steve Austin booking on this
show seem to have done the trick as the fans in Boston and Philadelphia, two notoriously hard
North-East cities, finally accepted Roman Reigns as the guy.
The whole show was built around the fallout from Reigns destroying HHH the night before and the
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opening segment consisted of Stephanie calling out Reigns, emasculating him like she does to
everybody and slapping him 8 times. Steph slapped the poor guy so hard that his face welted up
and his eyes started to water, plus she actually called Reigns a “failure” and a “disgrace,” so they
were pretty much telling you right away that he was winning the title. Steph said she wouldn't fire
Reigns because HHH told her not to but she knew someone who would and that was Vincent
Kennedy McMahon. Stephanie castrating men really is getting old and unlike her 70 year-old
father, she can never get her comeuppance because the men can't touch her and there are no women
even close to being a big enough star to actually come out on top of a program with her. Vince
showed up in his limo and came out at 8:50pm during a Bo Dallas/R-Truth match and kicked the
two super geeks out of the ring. Vince said Reigns was going to be in the presence of “God
Almighty” then took a seat at ringside while they went to break, to make Reigns “sweat”.

They came back at the top of the second hour and Vince called out Reigns, who he demanded get
down on his knees to apologise for what he did to HHH. Reigns refused and called Vince old, so
Vince took of his jacket like he was ready to fight. Sheamus interrupted and for some reason said
he would put the title on the line against Reigns; the best they could come up with was that
Sheamus wanted to defend the title on behalf of the McMahon family Irish coat of arms. Vince
said no at first, but Reigns insulted his testicles, which seems to be his new gimmick, and Vince
agreed but added the stipulation that Roman would be fired if he lost then Vince kicked him in the
balls, so that was another huge sign that he was winning the belt. Vince was shown talking to
Sheamus, Del Rio & Rusev in the back before the WWE World title match. Sheamus vs. Roman
Reigns for the title started at 10:52 and went 17 minutes. In either a total oversight or a way to tell
viewers to stick around to see a title change, they announced before the match that Reigns would be
on ESPN with Coachman on Tuesday. It was just an average TV match that the fans didn't care
about until Reigns, who got busted open hardway which added to everything, hit the spear and
Vince pulled the referee out. Rusev & Alberto Del Rio tried to interfere but Reigns fought them
off then he gave 70 year-old Vince McMahon a Superman punch and Vince crumpled on the
apron. Sheamus hit the Brogue kick for a great near-fall and the pace went nuts because they
realised that they were about to witness a title change. Reigns avoided a second Brouge kick and hit
the spear to become the new WWE World Heavyweight Champion; the fans went crazy and Cole
hyped that the Roman Empire had overcome the McMahon Empire. – Apart from the opening
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segment, which was completely unnecessary, everything was pretty much perfect with the way they
booked this. Sure it was obvious from the very start of the show that Reigns was winning the title,
but that's why it worked, because it all made sense. It will be interesting how Reigns is booked
from here; at first they tried to make him into John Cena then when that didn't work their genius
idea was to book him like Daniel Bryan. Now the plan seems to be to make Reigns in to Steve
Austin, the badass who doesn't take any crap from his bosses, and for two shows at least it seems to
have worked.

There were a couple of other good segments on the show: New IC champ Dean Ambrose wrestled
Dolph Ziggler to a no-contest at 12:25 when Kevin Owens hit the ring and attacked both men.
Owens gave both men Pop-up Powerbombs and posed with the IC title. Later, he cut a promo in the
back and said he wouldn't stop until Ambrose was in an “institution.” - Match wasn't much but the
angle afterwards made Owens look strong and made the IC title seem somewhat important. The
Wyatt Family beat the Dudley Boyz, Tommy Dreamer & Rhyno in an extreme rules match. It
went 15:45 and was all kinds of wild fun; they hit each other with a millions weapons, brawled
through the crowd, went through tables etc. It was better than their match at TLC the night before.
Finish saw Rowan hit a splash off the top through a table on Rhyno. The Philly crowd was into the
big time and chanted “ECW” a lot. Dudleys, Dreamer & Rhyno cut a backstage promo before the
match and they all talked about the great times they had in Philly while clips of them from ECW
were spliced in. The funny thing is that literally none of the ECW clips they used were from shows
in Philadelphia. It kind of felt like the end of the Team ECW stuff and it was a fitting way for
Dreamer & Rhyno to go out in Philadelphia. - They were the only other segments that were any
good, but if you add them to the Roman Reigns story it ended up being a pretty good show. Of
course, for all the good, there was the usual WWE garbage littered throughout the rest of the show.
Leftover Junk: Alberto Del Rio & Rusev beat Rusev & Jack Swagger in 6:30 when Rusev
pinned Swagger with a superkick; it accomplished nothing. That awful Rosebush segment aired for
the third week and it was once again utterly detestable. Rose made fun of Becky Lynch &
Charlotte for being geeks then said Tommy Dreamer was fat and bald. Neville downed Tyler
Breeze in 4:55 with the Red Arrow. Miz was at ringside yelling directions at Neville; everyone
involved here came off like such geeks. Later, in the back, Miz told Neville he was hanging around
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him so he could pick up his accent to try out for the new James Bond movie. New Day called out
the Usos & the Lucha Dragons and they all put each other over like the Hardyz & Edge &
Christian did after their ladder match at No Mercy 99. They were all selling from the night before
and everyone shook hands then when the Usos & Dragons had left the ring, New Day said they
were completely sincere but it was still all about them because they won the ladder match. Like
complete sore losers, the Usos & Dragons got back in the ring and beat up New Day 4-on-3 and the
fans booed these supposed babyfaces for acting like jerks. Becky Lynch & Charlotte beat Brie
Bella & Alicia Fox when Ric Flair grabbed Alicia's foot from the outside and Becky put her in her
arm-bar. The deal was that Becky didn't know that Ric helped her to win.

Clearly the plan is for Roman Reigns vs. HHH at either the Royal Rumble or WrestleMania. I
would guess they would go for the Rumble, as HHH challenging for the WWE title at Mania would
be beyond ludicrous since he would actually have to compete in, and win, the Rumble match. There
is the problem of Sheamus needing his rematch, but I would not run with that for another month
until the Rumble and potentially kill all the momentum Reigns has got. The original plan for
WrestleMania before all the plans got scrapped was John Cena vs. Reigns in a passing of the torch
match and I suppose they could still go with that. If not, they could turn Dean Ambrose heel,
although that seems highly unlikely now he is the IC champion. A rematch with Brock Lesnar is
also another option and if it isn't Lesnar/Reigns then who do they have for Brock at Mania?
Certainly not Undertaker, Cena or HHH, so there aren't as many options for Lesnar if he isn't in
the title match.
NXT TakeOver: London – December 16th 2015
SSE Wembley Arena: London, England
Ben Carass.

NXT Takeover shows rarely fail to deliver a fun two hours of wrestling and the first ever London
edition of the live special was no different. The crowd were hot all night with chants and songs that
you will only find on this side of the Atlantic, but they never really became too obnoxious and didn't
take away from any of the matches. There was clearly a strong base of London indie fans in the
building, as a lot of the chants and crowd behaviour that is present at Progress & RevPro shows was
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prevalent throughout the night: Shouting “One Fall!” after the title match ring announcements and
purposely counting one second ahead of every referee count. Some joyless people may not like all
the drunken singing and revelry, however this was not a crowd trying to get themselves over and
they helped create a tremendous atmosphere by actually having fun at a wrestling event. I know
regular viewers of RAW might find the concept of fans having fun at a show completely foreign,
but trust me, a crowd singing and chanting all night makes for a much better show than a crowd
who don't react to anything and sit on their hands.

After being destroyed by Roman Reigns at TLC and not appearing on RAW, Triple H just had to
play the divine creator and recovered completely after “spending the night in the hospital” to do his
proud father routine. HHH opened the show in a darkened arena and said he got his ass kicked on
Sunday but he would have to be dead to miss such a big occasion for NXT. I was expecting Trips to
be sat in a huge throne with his Conan the Barbarian crown and proclaim himself the King of
England.
Asuka vs. Emma w/Dana Brooke. - Asuka over in 14:47. Great opener. Asuka is so clearly better
than 99% of everybody under a WWE contract, but Emma held up her end of the deal too. Asuka
shone early and out-wrestled Emma then hit a flying hip attack off the apron. Asuka was briefly
distracted by Dana Brooke on the outside which led to Emma hitting a baseball slide to start the
heat. Emma worked Asuka's arm during a long heat segment, but the hot crowd stayed with them
the whole time. Asuka made her comeback then hit a German and a Shining Wizard for a near-fall.
Asuka went for her Chicken Wing but Emma fought out and the referee ended up getting bumped.
This whole finishing sequence was so great, as the crowd totally bought that Asuka was about to
get screwed. Dana threw her belt in for Emma to use, however Asuka won a tug-of-war and the
referee recovered to see Asuka holding the belt. The teased a DQ then Emma rolled Asuka up for
a great near-fall. Asuka hit a beautiful transition in the Chicken Wing but Dana Brooke got in the
ring and distracted the ref so he missed Emma tapping out. The ref threw Dana out and Emma
tried to sneak up behind Asuka, but for the third time she out-smarted the heels and nailed Emma
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with a roundhouse kick to get the win. - It was so refreshing to see a babyface overcome all the heel
antics and not coming off like a complete idiot. (*** ¾)
Legendary British wrestler, Johnny Saint was shown in the crowd.
NXT Tag Team Championship: Enzo Amore & Colin Cassady w/Carmella vs. Dash & Dawson
(C). - Dash & Dawson retained in 14:58. Good, basic tag match. Enzo & Cass were over huge and
the fans recited their pre-match promo. During the match, the fans sang “Oh, Enzo Amore” to the
tune of “Seven Nation Army” and “Big Cass” to the tune of “Hey Jude.” For non-UK viewers, all
of the songs the are basically football songs that are sung every week around the country at football
stadiums, just with wrestlers names inserted instead of a footballer. Finish saw Dash sent Cass into
the post on the outside then the Mechanics hit a super Shatter Machine off the top on Enzo to retain
the straps. (***)
Apollo Crews vs. Baron Corbin. - Corbin over in 11:40. Match was average at best. Crowd hated
Corbin and pelted him with “You're Sh*t and you know you are” and “F-you Corbin” chants.
Crews sold a lot for Corbin and without all of his impressive athletic spots there is definitely
something missing. Corbin won clean when he kicked out of Crews' standing moonsault then
countered a powerbomb to hit the End of Days. - A funny note during the match: Corbin, whose
gimmick is that he hates all the indie darlings and thinks the fans are marks for cheering them, told
Crews he should have stayed in “Ring of Honor,” despite the fact that Crews never worked there.
Hey, at least Corbin tried. (**)

NXT Women's Championship: Bayley (C) vs. Nia Jax. - Bayley retained in 13:24. Bayley
worked her ass off to get a decent match out of Nia and by the end she succeeded. They told the
monster heel vs. smaller babyface story; fans weren't really into it early and sang “Hey Bayley,”
“Bayley's gonna hug you,” and “Hug her up, Bayley.” They got into it towards the end when Nia
killed Bayley with a bunch of legdrops and she kept kicking out. For the finish, Bayley kept
fighting for a Guillotine and Nia powered out; eventually on the fourth attempt, Nia was forced to
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tap-out. - Much like the Eva Marie match a couple of weeks ago on TV, they tried everything they
could to make the people believe that Bayley was going to lose the title; it certainly worked,
however Nia's legdrop finish was completely killed by Bayley kicking out of it three or four times.
Bayley was over huge and it is clear that she is destined to be a star and a potential goldmine if, and
this is a BIG “if”, she is booked correctly on the main roster. (** ¾)
NXT Championship: Finn Balor vs. Samoa Joe. - Balor retained in 19:27. Excellent match.
Balor came out dressed as a Demon Jack the Ripper; crowd was split about 60/40 in favour of
Balor but Joe was over big too. Balor fired up early and sent Joe into the steps, but Joe came back
with a big Uranage on the floor to start the heat. Joe hit all of his signature spots: the enzuigiri in
the corner, the knee drop sequence, face-wash, elbow suicida and the Powerbomb into the high
angle Boston Crab. Balor landed a DDT for a double-down then he landed a huge tope-con-hilo
over the top and got a near-fall with a double stomp to the back. They did another double-down
after a nice sequence of counters and a fighting spirit exchange of strikes. Finish saw Balor counter
the Muscle Buster and hit two shotgun dropkicks then Joe fired up but was taken out with a third
dropkick. Balor went up top however Joe recovered and they battled on the ropes. Balor knocked
Joe to the mat and hit the double stomp off the top to get the win. Balor was selling like he couldn't
stand afterwards and the doctor got in the ring to check on him. Some refs and the doc helped him
to his feet and he celebrated to close the show. - Both guys were tremendous here. Balor had a ton
of fight and fire, while Joe looked like a super believable monster killer. It is an absolute travesty
that the main roster is so depleted and these two world-class performers are still in the
developmental system. (****)
They also taped an episode of TV before the Takeover show. Jason Jordan & Chad Gable beat
The Hype Bros, The Vaudevillains & Blake & Murphy. Jordan & Gable were reportedly as
over as anyone on the entire show and all the other teams were booed. Jordan hit an over-head
belly-to-belly onto a pile of bodies then Jordan & Gable won with their double team Alley-oop
back suplex. Elias Sampson re-debuted against Bull Dempsey and won a comedy match that the
fans didn't care about. Sami Zayn returned and downed Tye Dillinger with the Yakuza kick. Sami
cut a babyface promo afterwards and said big things were coming for NXT in 2016. He closed by
doing the HHH “we are NXT” line and the fans went crazy for him.
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Next Week's Issue
We have something a little different in store for next week's issue as we prepare for the yearbook,
but will have more on that as the week progresses.
Contact
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